1. For 2008 - 2012 Honda Accord:
   - Release glove box by pressing supporting struts downwards on both sides.
   - Remove filter frame from blower assembly by unclipping on side of frame.
   - Discard old filter and fit new one into frame, note direction of flow.
   - Replace filter assembly into blower assembly and replace glove box.

2. For 2013+ Honda Accord:
   - Release glove box by pressing supporting struts downwards on both sides.
   - Unclip the housing lid and remove the filter ONLY, note direction of flow.
   - Fit new filter into housing, secure the lid and replace the glove box.

3. For 2008+ Honda Accord Euro:
   - Remove the “L”-shaped plastic tray behind glove box and unclip housing lid.
   - Unclip and remove filter frame behind housing lid.
   - Fit new filter into housing, note direction of flow and and refit components in reverse order.